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1983-84 BUDGET

BUDGET:
The official layoff notices
have been sent to twelve
members of the campus

community in accordance
with the proposed drastic
cuts made

Executive
tenance

in the 1983-84
-

Budget.
of

Main

academic

quality was given
first priority in making
staffing decisions. The
Middle
States self-study
couple with divisional
updates of the multiphase
Rolling PLan were consult
ed during this process.
Moreover, the Executive
Budget requirement that
program

institutional

enrollment

targets not be lowered was
also critical to the decision

Cuomo's

Faculty Given Notice

How would you

feel if the

and First Aid programs were
cut out of the curriculum for
next year?
"It would be really bad

because I enjoy taking gym
class for the exercise,

especially the aerobic
dancing. If they cut the
program though, it won't
affect

me

since

I'll

be

graduation in May."
Anne Haner

Animal

Husbandry

"What are you suppose to
take if you haven't had these

already? It's
definitely bad for people
who are interested in

for

With regard to Health
and Physical Education, a

this campus include:
Three assistant professors
and three associate profess
ors
of the Health and

proposal to the State
University to create three
new professional positions
under the heading of

Physical Education Pro
gram,
thereby removing
that academic offering from
the college curriculum;

Recreation and Athletics
will be submitted. This
would allow the college to
offer intramural ajid

Room rent has gone up every year
since 1980 and in that time
has nearly
doubled.

Associate
for
Alumni
Affairs;
A Technical Assistant,
Television Services;

intercollegiate athletics and

A

extracurricular instruction
in leisure-time recreation.
All layoffs with the

generate $3.91 million toward the purc¬

making process.
Lay-offs scheduled

A

Technical

Specialist,

Music;
A Senior

Typist, General

Administration;
A stenographer, Student
Services; and

exception

or

Rob Lewis
Horticulture

$3125 per year.

Dormitory rent will jump $150
total
of $1400 a year for a

for a
double

room.

"college" fee of $25 is

hase
SUNY

of faculty

one

members are scheduled to
take effect April 7. Faculty

mon

of mini and microcomputers for the

area

of $50,

A maintenance assistant

expected to

system.
4s with all fees,
will not be covered by TAP.

SUNY Central's

layoffs Will beimplemented
August 31.

new

fees include

this

a com¬

dorm residents
fee which could
mandatory health

damage fee for
and athletic

up
to $50,
and
insurance which' mi girt run
cost

$100-$150.

Higher price trill not buy
ity however.
The state

better qual¬
plans to lay
off or retire 5.13% of its workforce.
SUNY's
share
of this "brain drain"
could be as
high as 3,997 jobs, of
which
one-third will
be faculty
and
two-thirds will
be support
staff.
A
number of
jobs left unfilled by last
year's hiring freeze will now be term¬
inated;
other jobs will
be ended
through attrition, voluntary furlough,
retirement
and
immediate
layoffs.
,

"It will be a sad loss for all
students. It is unfair that the
cut had to come directly
from student programs. It
affects me by making my job
easier because there will be
fewer teams to manage.
Bill

Vigus
Equipment Controls
"This doesn't affect

personally because I

me

am a

senior. It's a shame if they
cut the programs because I
had so much fun in my gym
classes."
Dana Fidinger
Liberal Arts.

America, Home Of Real
Dynamic Activity
by David Fractenburg

courses

sports."

tuition hike

a

for New York State residents,
bringing annual cost up to $1325. Outof-s tate studentj&-wtl I pay $1400 more,

STUDENT'S SPEAK OUT:
Health, Physical Education

budget calls for

of $250

a

America has always been
land of dynamic combin

oil

and vinegar,
coffee and doughnuts, ham
and cheese, Laurel and
Hardy, Abbott and Costello,
prisons and colleges.
Prisons and colleges?
Perhaps this strains your
"sense
of credulity. But
ations;

permit this opportunity to
suggest a dialectical
relationship that might well
stand as a surefire defense

against

the ominous

consequences

of Governor

Mario Cuomo's impending

Merely
prisons -with
existing SUNY liberal arts
colleges and the SUNY
system is on its way to a
golden age of job security
and burgeoning enrollment.
budget

combine

Ah,

cuts.

new

you

retort,

liberal arts prison is long
overdue. The exigence of a
1.8
billion
dollar
state

budget deficit is the

higher

education,

crackpot. But seriously, the
idea of a maximum security

it

behooves the academy to hop
the next gravy train to
"stirland." To catch this

train, we need only take
advantage of a pervasive
phenomenon that is as
distinctly American (in
combination) as apple pie
and ice cream, namely the
ala mode reciprocity
between the law and order

policies of the ruling crust of
social system and the
topping of violence that
our

accrues
ence

to

from its indiffer
environmental

here's deterioration,

another one of those
cockamamie proposals from
our
resident faculty

new

mother of the invention
herein advanced. Since Mr.
Cuomo intends to spend
zillions on prison con
struction and zilch on public

alienation,

widespread

awesome unem

ployment,

and racial

conflict.

Continued On Page 2

(he
Co-Editors

Jennifer Hall, Gerard Loclcero

-

Secretary/Typist
Accountant
Business

-

Manager

-

-

-

Wendy Cohen

Joe Rico, Pharon Hylton

Tammy Methes

Consultant

-

Freeze Movement

Mo Kendrlck

Chrlstel Tlppett

Photographers
Senator

-

Aiden Gara

eighties

\

by William Wallace
After

following

being quiescent
the November

ballot victories the nuclear
freeze movement is turning
active again. The resolu
tions in state, county, city
and town hall meetings that

Ruggiero Publishing Company

supported a nuclear freeze
idea are pressing upon the
public once more.

America Continued

changed its
course.
Realizing they
gained a clear mandate
from the people to do
something about the
doomsday bomb the nuclear
freeze leaders are turning
their protest into political

Last month leaders of the
movement

The nub of this
is the vicious

phenom
cycle of
criminality. For any
ideological structure that
breeds slums, foments high
minority-group joblessness
and countenances a steady

enon

diet of TV and movie
violence and mindless
electronic video games,

surely provides the
sociopathic grounds for
crime, which, of itself,
necessitates prisons, which
invariably harden prison
ers,
who tend toward
most

recidivism after parole. And
it goes--a priceless

so

sociological tautology that
expands with the lethal
finese of malignant cancer.

To ensure that the gravy
train of prison construction
will run often and on time, I

merely point to the moral
force of the Presidency. Mr.
Reagan lends his celluloid
rhetorical credence to the
vicious cycle of criminality

by espousing the notion of
ontological guilt. So there is
nothing to worry about.
Already, the President's
avowed creationism has sent
the natural and physical
sciences back about 8,000

(I'd say more, but Mr.
Reagan puts the origin of
the planet at approximately
6,000 B.C.)
years.

action. From their St. Louis
convention they have now
returned to their states and
communities with resolu
tions and drive for their
local groups to put pressure

writing congressmen now to
get them to vote affirm
atively on a new freeze
resolution that will come
before the House this month.
Last year the resolution was

narrowly defeated. This
time they are hoping for
success.
Such success, of
course,
would strengthen
their political position, a
position Reagan and
Weinberger are trying so
hard to ignore. Yet, the
truth of the matter is people
are scared. They are afraid
of Moscow, Washington, or
both could press the fatal
button

that

would

doom

humanity.
Last Sunday, in West
Germany, the anti-nuclear
group, the Greens, went to
the polls hoping to win
enough support in the
national

elections

everyone

to

know

let

that

Germans want their country
free of the present nuclear

concerned

showing
could

that

for

throw

strong

a

the

Greens

NATO

into

disarray.
For many in Germany
then, the choice was not
easy. The people generally
realize that NATO has held
the Russian Bear at bay.

don't want their
country to be communist
like East Germany. They've

They

enjoyed good prosperity and
peace itself. They don't want
to lose these.

Yet, like their American
counterpart, they fear
nuclear war. They worry as
they find themselves easy
targets for Soviet SS-20
intermediate range missiles
and wonder too if they won't
also be hit by American

missiles as well.
The nuclear freeze
movement has supporters
inside the Soviet Union and
in the bloc countries.

Congress to stop
spending for the testing,
production and deployment
of the deadly bombs. Their

weapons and that they don't
want the new Pershings

strong or wide
spread the movement is. If

movement, however, is not

which

expected to be
positioned there in Decern

the numbers there show
themselves to be sub

ber. If the Greens

stantial, then of

on

calling

for

a

unilateral

freeze by the United States
since they are also seeking a
similar commitment from
the Kremlin.
The
membership and
others who sympathize with
the
freeze
position are

are

won

ten

Unfortunately,
tell

no one can

how

course,

the

percent of the vote, they
could become a significant

freeze

factor

American negotiating
teams in Geneva to bring
about a real nuclear arms
reduction agreement and

in

swaying or
maneuvering the new Bonn
government. European
military leaders are quite

sway

movement

the

Soviet

could

and

possibly go on from there to
eliminate nuclear weapons
sT.e=TsR=a*&'ntoc5
v

.

.£»&y'

altogether.
The freeze movement, to
awful pun, is picking
up steam. Here, it has a big
challenge before it. It must
convince the federal
government it has broad
support from vast numbers
of Americans who oppose
nuclear weapons and war.
The leaders now want their
members and friends to go
out and support congress
men,
senators and even
use an

presidential aspirants who
with them. Hence,
they have now entered the
big 1984 political contest.
agree

The movement does have

history's awful truth
die.

on its
Nations, like human

beings,

have

belligerent,

irrational qualities. And if

history repeats itself only in
a
general way, then
sometime in the future,
there will come again an
awful war, whether planned
or

not. And if and when that

occurs,
save

M

THE CHOICE SEEMS PRETTY CLEAR TOMEEITHER YOU LOVE THIS COUNTRY, OR YOU LOVE THIS PLANET!,r
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it will be too late to

the human

race

from

global atomic war.
Now though, there is time.
The apocalypse can be
prevented. This is what they
are saying and this political

Todd Back
In Town To
Perform
For those of you who
attended
the
Todd
Hobin
conert
March 5, you saw
firsthand what a professional,
fantastic show it was. Few
bands around seem to gain such

enjoyment in performing for
their audience. Hobin drew the
crowd together with a

personalized number about old
Delhi itself. The few songs the
band played that were not
originals were popular enough
so
that everyone could sing
along to Seger's "Old Time
Rock and Roll," CSNY's
"Sweet Judy Blue Eyes" and
the oldie, "Go Johnny Go."
Hobin kept the audience in the
palm of his hand with his
special brand of charisma. The
audience's enthusiastic

cheering drew the band back
stage for several more songs
before they reluctantly took

on

Doug McGrath
guitar.

comes

off the keyboards to play some lead

I Stnde:
Student-watching

But

By Carol Wilson, Editor
many student
flush of electoral

lobby groups, last fall's
success

has been chilled by

budgeting of winter. And that
could mean a spring of student discontent.
Much has been made recently of students' willing¬
ness
to "work within the system" to achieve their
goals. The growth of state student associations
has helped foster a new image of the student
activist: Sophistication has replaced belligerence,
a budget analysis has
supplanted the protest
sign. Today's student activist marches the halls
of the state legislature, not the streets of
bare-bones

the

campus.
Almost

ago, national and state student
putting together what they hoped
foundation for marked growth in
this brand of political influence. Working through
political action committees, they endorsed candi¬
dates who supported higher education funding
and student financial aid. They worked to get
students to the polls, and even into campaign
organizations, where free manpower is always
welcome. Admittedly, they got a late start, and
many politicians dismissed the impact of student
a

PACs.

But

like New York, Massachusetts

areas

Michigan, their support

and

close

some

What

was

important in

students

in those

areas

and others

are

discovering is that backing the right candidate
doesn't guarantee favorable treatment at budget
time.

Nowhere

has

that

lesson been absorbed

more

quickly than in New York, where the Student Asso¬
ciation of the State University (SASU), one of
the country's most sophisticated student lobbies,
marshalled major support for Mario Cuomo in his
successful campaign for governor.
Working through
Student Political Action

Committee, SASU
recruited students to staff phone banks, canvass
residential areas and campuses, and do other
legwork. Yet when Cuomo's budget was released,
the

required substantial increases in tuition
room rent,
and cutbacks in SUNY funding that
will eliminate up to 2,500 positions.
Needless
to say, SASU leaders were upset.
"Betrayed may
be too strong a word," says SASU President Jim
Tierney. "But I've heard some students use it."
it

and

The Ohio Student
count

Association

saw

its endorsement

for very little, says President Greg Moore.
Richard Celeste, who won OSA support,

New Gov.

has

proposed 5% cuts in state

university budgets.

education,"
"We just expected a lot more from
a Democratic
governor."
In both of these cases, economic realities
brought student lobby hopes crashing down. Both
"We did

Moore

Cuomo

not

fected

elect Celeste

to cut

says.

reduce massive state budget
Higher education is just one area af¬

and Celeste oust

deficits.

New York's

sips his seltzer.

some

Cuomo

is also

As I Walked
Down The
Halls Of The

Campus...

keeping the door

to students, says Tierney. "If his conserva¬
tive Republican opponent had won, we probably
would have been ordered to close campuses, not
just make cuts," says Tierney. "It's a matter

cutting

your

by Tom Easop
As I

after

that's no longer enough, he's quick to
"It seems that's all we've been doing since

— cutting our losses. We don't
anymore." Student leaders are learning that's
one disadvantage to becoming part
of the political
system — it means accepting the inevitable compro¬

For

that

reason,

students

groups

say

a

have

— or
crowds

electoral work

candidates
after
out
can

is only half the battle.
holding them accountable. The
students support must feel the heat

is

up the heat is to turn
"When you have the people, and
get them out, it does make a tremendous
way

of turning

bodies.

the

impact,"

says

Fine.

Action Day is a good
nationwide conducted

Last year's National Student
example: Student governments
petition and letter campaigns

against President Reagan's proposed financial
aid cuts. But a rally of thousands in Washington
made at least an equal impact.
That's why, says Tierney, student groups must
be prepared to attack the problem from both sides.
"I think that's what you'll see in the future,"
he says. "We have to be willing to go in and
argue with the legislators, but we can't be afraid
to scream, to demonstrate, to do some hard-nosed
organizing as well. It's the mixture of both
that is interesting."
That mixture is already at work in New York,
where SASU is focusing on both alternative finan¬
cing plans to propose to Cuomo and a major twoday protest rally. It's also been seen in Cali¬
fornia, where three statewide lobby groups are
at work, even as students rally and consider
paying their tuition bills with play money.
Other

states

are

soon

to

follow. Across

to give me an icy sting.

as

dull one? The

dried out leaf as it kisses your
face in an autumn bluster and
the sound of its comrades as
a

they riot down the sidewalk?
Different weather, true, is
sometimes

uncomfortable

physically. But it has its joys
just like everything, else. You
have to be alive to see, hear, feel
and taste it.
Surely only a fool enters a
thunderstorm without an
umbrella. However, a few

drops of rain

by cuts.

a

degrees Or how about the feel of

the

cuts.

compared to

feel of the air as you drink it in
when the humidity is 80

student groups are urging state legis¬
to consider tax increases as well as funding

country,
lators

way as

the hot and the humid times are
bad.
I say they're not; they're
different weather. Different
weather is the best weather. It
makes for variety. Did you ever
notice the rich color of things on
an overcast day? The difference
in the shadows on a sunny day

election."

the

One

had the

drop of icy

thought. But to another, it
might be unwelcome. Most can
do without the pain of "bad"
weather; that being anything
but a bright, mild spring day.
The cold, the wet, the windy,

Fine of the United States Student Association.
"On the state level, a lot of students are seeing
other half

we

a

I chuckled. It felt good, I

revive — their ability to
into public protest. "Numbers
always been our best advantage," says Janice

draw massive

rain

down the side of my nose in such

they

hang onto

must

that

water fell from one of the oaks
to land on my forehead and run

win

mises.

walking through the
last Friday,

previous night,

early '70s

the

was

agora on campus

losses."

But

add.

that

now

he

In many states,

open

The

races.

are

well.

as

Jeanie Morris.

year

in

there

as

—

of

groups began
would be the

Todd Hobin cheers Delhi students

political realities at
like Georgia and
Ohio, the concept of students as a political
force is a new one. Representatives of Celeste's
office were aware of OSA's endorsement, and agreed
to meet with OSA leaders, says
Moore, "but they
were
a little surprised
to hear from us." The
Georgia Student Association found that state's
leaders
including a new governor that it didn't
support — willing to listen to student concerns.
But plans proceed for a $16.4 million cut in
postsecondary education funding, says GSA President
work

Taking It Back To The Streets

For

their leave.

on

the face is not

too bad at all...Not too bad!
'
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Students Hear

SUMMER: LOOK GOOD

Lawyer T alk

tonight but

You

what to

About DWI
Other things mentioned by
Mr. Hamilton were that if you

Senate. He talked about

caught driving while
intoxicated, you are not
required to take the test. But if
you don't, the jury can be told of
your refusal which will imply
that you were indeed

rights if we

are

arrested. Some

of those rights are: 1. the right
to remain silent (anything you

will be used against you); 2.
The right to an attorney and a
phone call (the phone call
say

doesn't

have

immediately,
reasonable

to

but

time

be

p-anted

within

a

(usually

4
hours). Whatever you do make
the phone call count because
you won't be given a second one;
3. You have the right to an
arraignment within a reason
able time; 4. Right to bail.

to

you

wear.

It

look good
don't know
seems

all of

clothes are a little blase.
Fortunately, today's styles
are flexible enough to function
in any circumstance. With a
your

The new lawyer, Mr.
Hamilton, visited the Student
our

want

are

intoxicated.
Mr. Hamilton is on campus
for the students Thursdays,
4:30-6:30. His office is on Main
Street between the barber shop
and hardware store.

Spring Weekend band has
for us

been voted on. Playing
will be You-Two.

few neccesities, one could
have a complete wardrobe
without
spending
an

outrageous amount of money.
A lot of

things

have

be combined with

can

one new

you

already

piece and look totally

different. Since most students
and faculty are on a limited

budget, buying

one thing at a
little extra cash is
available is the best idea. Take
a look at your wardrobe and
decide what is most needed
and start from there. As a col-

time when

a

WOOOOOOgQOOOO

FREE: Home and Farm

Heyday, Saturday, 8:30
through 4:00 p.m.

WANDER THROUGH EVENDEN AND
FARNSWORTH
Sit in on lectures

seminars, and

see

demonstrations
EVERYONE WELCOME!!!

lege student, now is the time to
build a workable wardrobe so
that after graduation you are
prepared
world—or

for
at

the

outside

least look like

prepared.
shopping for clothes,
remember—you get what you
pay for. There is no point in
buying something cheap. In
the long run, it could end up
costing you more to buy two
cheap pieces of clothing than
to buy one more expensive
piece that would have lasted.
you are

When

Check

around

town

for

good buys. Sales this time of
year come a dime a dozen.
Many stores are getting rid of
their winter colors in their
stock. Some stores, however,

of

the

up

times

you are

style, and/
Make

5.

sure

all

clothing is tailored
satisfaction.

business

or

new

to your

If

you
have
something tailored when you
purchase it, try it on when you
pick it up. Don't be afraid to

happy with the tailoring.
clothes

are,

they fit perfectly.

sure

Walkmans
continue
to entertain

prices
To those of you who came
back from Christmas vacation
with a new Sony Walkman,
beware! You may soon be
limited to wearing it only in
your

with, the better

off you are. Get the most out
of what you already have.
2. How is it made? A lot of

WOOOOOOOOOOOQOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQOOOaOOOOOOOOQOOO

ty, life
needs.

make

remember these points:
1. How many things do I
have that can go with this?
The more combinations you
come

every word as being gospel.
4. Buy to fit your personali¬

As expensive as

charged by these places are
fairly reasonable.
When
buying clothes,

can

really

on you you

tell the salesman that you are

keep merchandise for a year,
you can bet they have faith
that today's styles are here to
stay. Contrary to popular
most

something

don't want or need. Use a
salesman for his knowledge
and ideas, but don't take his

not

like Sak's Fifth Avenue, return
merchandise they don't sell to
the main store and warehouse
so that it can be stored until
next season. This has a direct
influence on what the market
will be like next year. If stores

belief,

little extra for a designer you
know you can trust. Other
manufacturer's items are
sometimes not all that well
made.
3. Don't let a salesman push
a

better off paying

_

dorm

room

if the critics

have their way.
Doctors claim the Walkman
can cause serious ear damage.
Police say it causes deaths
wj-,en joggers and pedestrians-tune in music and tune out
traffic. Many cities are trying

legislation to ban wear¬
Walkman by joggers,
drivers and pedestrians.
t£> pass

ing of

a

The Walkmans, which sell
for around $70 (other models
are available for less) continue
to be a big selling item with
both young and old, students
as well as executives, despite
the growing criticism of their

Fare

war

continues
The cutoff date for most of
the current $99 discount air
fares in Feb. 10. However,
Continental Air Lines has ex¬
tended their discount fare

through April 1 and other car¬
riers may follow suit to try
and lure

consumers

into the

air.

The battle of the fares is

tempting

to
potential
travelers, but advance plann¬
ing is required. Some of the
discounts are good only if cer¬
tain restrictions are met, such
advance booking, or
minimum number of days
as

spent at the destination.
Discount fares are

Delhi Times March 24,1983
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also

usually not valid during peak
travel
periods such as
holidays.

Taking Care

Victims Of Sex
Discriminat ion

Of Your

Hangover

Victims of

Winston Churchhill is at a
dinner party, incredibly
drunk. An elderly lady ap¬

from running at the gym and
sweating it out to throwing up

proaches him and says, "Sir,
you are incredibly drunk."
Winston replies, "Madame,
you are incredibly ugly. The
difference between you and

sional.

however, is that, in the
morning, I shall be sober."
Ah, but will he have a
hangover? If Winston was like
most of us, the answer will be
me,

unfortunate yes.
After an all night drunk,

an

people complain only of

some

little queasiness in the ab¬
dominal region, while others
feel as though their brains are

that case, higher
authorities have been con¬
sulted— bartenders.
One bartender questioned
advises placing a glass of milk
and two aspirin by your bed
before you go to sleep. Set

out their ears.
Whatever the effect, though,

people

most

that

agree

a

miracle cure is in order.
If you've always ignored

hangovers in the past but
now

in the market for

relief, take

a

some

few tips from

sadder

some

are

but

wiser

hangover experts.

under

a

cold washcloth, and,

might seem, sleep¬
trash can over your

strange as it

ing with

a

head.
Student

remedies

range

for

that does discriminate in its

hiring practices. Justice Harry
A. Blackmun, who wrote for
the 6 to 3 majority, said
federal funds would be cut off
from only those programs in
which
the
employment
discrimination occured.
The cut-off is clear in some
instances where programs

salt.
And still another "profes¬
sional" method is to get out of
bed
and
eat
a
greasy

receiving federal monies are
disitinctly defined, such as at
colleges, but at elementary
and high schools, the ruling

cheeseburger and french fries.
they have cleared the

After

system, one should take plenty
of vitamin C and liquids the
rest of the day in order to start

could

complete retrac¬

plaint to the Education
Department. The Education
Department has the right to in¬
vestigate and if evidence
shows in favor of the victim,
the federal government will
step in.
Before this law, sex-biased
victims

protected by the
Rights Act. Com¬

were

1964 Civil

plaints were filed by the 1964
Rights Act. Complaints
were
filed with the Equal
Employment Opportunity
Civil

Commission which did the in¬

vestigation and
mission to

gave

the

per¬

Justice Lewis F. Powell,
writing for the minority, said
^he six justices in favor of the
ruling shunned all common
s£nse in their interpretation.
Justice Blackmun, however,
said the broad language of the
1972 law authorized broad
federal power.
The justices made their deci¬
sion in two cases from Conneticut where a teacher from
the North Haven School

District,

Elaine

Dove,

had

been denied her

job back after
a year of maternity leave, and
Linda, Potz, a guidance
counsellor employed by the

Trumbull Board of Education,
had been given duties different
from those assigned to her
male co-workers.

sue.

The Supreme Court's ruling
will now force the Department
of Education to complete in-

vestigations of

more

than 214

~1

the rocks"

is another

prescription, along
with drinking gatorade to
replace lost body fluids.
As long as people continue
drink more alcohol than
their systems can handle, they
will seek ways to stop the ef¬
fects. No one, however, can
to

IF YOU
MAYBE
IF YOU
MAYBE

guarantee any unfailing cure
to prevent or end a hangover.
The method you use should be
chosen carefully since the cure

LIKE THE DELHI TIMES...
YOU'D LIKE TO WORK FOR US
DON'T LIKE THE DELHI TIMES...
YOU OUGHT TO WORK FOR US

may be more abusive to your
body than the hangover itself.

Language
Week Is

But

perhaps

entrust

Upcoming

anyone

you

refuse to

hangover to
less than a paid profesyour

»QCOBOOOOBOBOBOOBOB»OOBODOOO«

The theme of this year's
National Foreign Language
Week is "Languages Push Us
Together." With the increase in
the number of foreign

mean a

the law, persons discriminated
against can report their com¬

discrimination complaints
that have been piling up.

sex

j pBgOODOgggWOBOQWaBBBBQBaBBaBBI

again that night.
on

in

colleges.
The ruling means federal aid
may be cut off from a school

Another bartender advises

"Alka Seltzer

tion Act Amendments. Under
recent

educational institu¬
tions from nursery schools to

hangover sufferers to "throw it
out" by drinking beer with

was

upheld is Title IX of the Educa-

ment

six

The 1972 law which

the bark of the federal govern¬

Supreme Court
decision upheld a 1972 law
banning sex-baised employ¬

plain macaroni.

over

The cure that tops the col¬
legiate list is the ever-popular
Bloody Mary in the morning:
Runners-up include Mountain
Dew and aspirin,
sleeping

clock

gram.

ment.

A

o'clock and then try to get
some rest. At six, take the milk
and aspirin and go back to
bed; Later, have a breakfast of

a

leaking

longer weak voices cry¬
ing "unfair." They now have

In

alarm

tion of all funds. The court,

however, did not define "pro-

sex

are no

repeatedly.

your

discrimina¬

tion in educational institutions

National

language

speakers in our own country
and the seeming decrease in
distance from our foreign
language speaking neighbors

which modern communication
and transport have brought,
the need for us to know foreign
languages is more critical
today than every before. If the

peoples of the world really do
same things: peace,

Foreign Language Week
March 6-12,1983

desire the

love,

a chance to live - how will
be able to communicate this
without the language tools? If
the fear of nuclear war is
common to all men and
women,
-how will we be able to plan a
world together without the
words to express what is on our
minds and in our hearts?
Delhi's observance of
we

Foreign
coincides

Language
with

our

Week
pre-

registration period. Consider
Foreign Language study when
make out

schedules
for next semester. If you're
looking for a world where

you

"LANGUAGES PUSH IIS
CLOSER TOGETHER"

your

people can live together, start
by letting "language push us
together."

Additional BUMJPER STICKERS
are

Send order

available at 75C each
to

NYSAFLT

or

5

for $3.00

office, 1102 Ardsley Road, Schenectady, N.Y. 12308
Delhi Times March 24,1983 Page $
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Loving And Studying On Campuses
Do you have time enough
for love?
Do you have time enough
for classes?
Lack of time seems to be a
common

gripe
among
Having too little

students.
time for love is bad enough,
but when you have to budget
time for everything else, it gets
to be a drag.
But

just

starts

to

as

the situation

look

and

feel

Start out by making a "Do
List." It may be weekly or dai¬
ly but should contain a list of
all the things you have to do

during that week or day. "You
should put down everything
you want to accomplish, in¬
cluding things like reading a
biology chapter," she says.
After making the Do List,
you should arrange the items
in
order of priority by
designating A, B, and C next
each entry.

hopeless, help is on the way.
When
you
find yourself
swamped with things to do
and not enough hours in the
day to do them in, try time

to

things

you

management.

done,

and

A

college counselor

says:

things

you

Then divide your week or

day

would like to get
things

are

rupted. "This is particularly a
problem in dorms when peo¬
ple constantly come in to

into time blocks and
allocate time for tasks you
plan to accomplish that day.
Don't schedule the A items at
the end of the day, because

later, or if the interruptions
persist, to go to the library

unplanned things happen. At
the end of each day, people

where you won't
It's
important

should

cross off completed en¬
"There's a sense of
satisfaction in crossing off

tries.

things

on

the list, kind of like

a

reward."

"A" items are things that
have to be done first because
of deadlines, "B" items are

"C"

writing letters.

It's important to have ade¬
quate space of your own when
you try to get something

done—preferably

a

where

be inter¬

you

could put off, like

won't

place

talk."

Tell

people to

come

back

be disturbed.
that your
thoughts be kept on the task at

time allotted
efficiently.
People should recognize
what time of the day they
function best—morning, midafternoon, late at night—and
schedule the tasks that require

hand,

or

the

won't be used

the greatest concentration at
that time period.

The harder tasks should be
done when you have lots of
energy. Think about what
you're going to do before you
do it—to get your mind men¬
tally alert and not running in

several different directions.

Coffee breaks are
Research shows that
work mere efficiently

good.
people
when
they take breaks. They help
people work more energetical¬
ly and use their time more ef¬
fectively, she says.
Use a coffe break as a
reward for completing a task.
Snack after finishing a chapter
as a reward. Time breaks so
you

don't lose track of their

schedule.

Change is'also important in
time management. When you
start to lose interest in one

subject,

or your

mind starts to

wander, switch subjects. This

help

may

become

INTERCOLLEGIATE SYMPOSIUM

your

alert

mind

to

again without

taking breaks every hour.
It's important to remember
that you don't always have to
be doing something—people
should allow time for thinking
about problems and possible
solutions, and generating ideas
for future projects.
shouldn't

You

try to do
everything at once, or you
might get discouraged. Do one

ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATES!

fhing you're not doing now,
that's part of your
lifestyle add another, and sq
on.
Most important, don't
forget to reward yourself for
goals completed that day.
when

Attend the Hartwick

College Intercollegiate
Symposium on Energy
And Society
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
APRIL 8 - 9

-Hear featured speakers address topics

-Participate in discussions
-Housing will be available
-Registration fee of $10
-Banquet Friday evening
-Luncheon Saturday

on campus

The Financial Aid office still

work study money
available. If you would like to
receive work study or would
like to increase your current
work
study award, please
contact the Financial Aid office,
109 Bush Hall, to see if you are
has

eligible.

AGATE, the campus mag
azine, is looking for short
essays,

stories, poems, plays,

letters, longer work in progress,
as well as art work of all kinds,

including pen and ink
drawings,
pencil sketches,
black and white photography,
for its Spring 1983 issue.
Please send to G. Pelletier,
Evenden

For

more

information call

or

write:

Tower.

Deadline is

Friday, April 15.

Intercollegiate Symposium
c/o Dr. Charles Schein
Hartwick College

Oneonta, NY 13820

FREEZE
flag

what the freeze
flying to rally
the American people and
is

movement is

the world. There is still
time. Their supporters must
aid candidates that favor

banning nuclear
and

Qelhi Times March 24,1983 Page 6

war.

weapons

Stress: A Problem Many
Students Face Today

Alcohol Abuse
Real Problem
On Campuses
Alcohol abuse is not just a

subject

public service

for

students give

Understanding how stress
the first step in
helping yourself deal with it.
effects you is

—Stress

for their drink¬

pro¬

becoming more
widely accepted as being
necessary in large companies.

grams

ing.

management

are

television commercials. It is a
real problem at colleges and
universities across the coun¬

Whatever the cause, campus
officials are trying to crack
down on drinking by enforc¬

Executives and workers alike
suffer from the stress of their

try.

ing

alcohol rules.
only do they hope to

strting to realize responsibility
for resolving it.

An

increasing number of

campus

Not
alcohol-related accidents,
but also to help curb campus

jobs,

and

companies

are

alcohol-related accidents have
alerted school officials to the

stem

Some stress is actually good
for you, but too much stress or

problem. A Vermont student

vandalism,

an

broke her back in

a

fall recent¬

a great deal of
which is belived to be caused

ly at a party. Auto accidents
involving college students are
often episodes of drunken
driving, sometimes with tragic,

by drunk students.
Many schools are now of¬
fering alcohol education pro¬
grams.
BACCHUS (Boost

results.
Students drink for a variety
of reasons. Peer pressure has a

Alcohol

big influence on many
students. Social drinking is
often carried to excess at par¬
ties both on and off-campus.
Many students drink as a
result of academic stress-or
fear of flunking out. And wor¬

rying about competition in the
job market is a reason many

Conciousness

Con-

male and

are

planning to apply for financial
aid to go to college next fall,
you had better be prepared to
prove yourself. That is, to
prove you

have registered for

the draft.
A new law goes into

effect

July 1, 1983, which says that

required to
Ser¬
must prove they have
so before they will be

students who

are

register with the Selective
vice

done

Hill

and other serious ailments, as
well as causing headaches,

cernning the Health of Univer¬
sity Students) has 75 campus
chapters in 33 states. But not
all students are willing to listen
to dire warnings of the effects

anxiety attacks, and depres¬
sion. People who are unable to

of alcoholism.

worse

They consider

drinking fun and a harmless
way to vent collegiate frustra¬
tions. It's this attitude that col¬

lege officials are having trou¬
ble fighting against.

Males Must Be
On Army List
If you are a

inability to deal with stress
cause physical as well as
psychological problems. Stress
is believed to be a major factor
in heart disease, hypertension

can

eligible for financial aid.
Supporters of the new law
say that if the students are
willing to take the assistance
of

the

federal

government,

they should also be willing to
provide assistance to their
country if called upon. Op¬
ponents say that colleges and
universities should not be in¬

volved

in enforcing com¬
pliance of draft registration.

Top Stables

Marian Dorsett
New Road, Bovina Center N.Y
607-832-4342

deal with stress often turn to
alcohol or drugs to deal with
the problem, but end up with a
In

problem.
today's

economic times,

becomes impossible to work
with. Or he begins missing

when you get home from work
or classes can calm you and

days because he feel unable to
deal with his job.
College students are certain¬
ly not immune to stress either.

help you unwind. Or maybe
dropinga clasrisThtronly way

The pressures

it is

of maintaining
and workloads,
(pressure provided courtesy of
parents, teachers and future
employers) as well as worry¬
ing about getting a job, getting
a date, or just getting through
the day are common causes of

grades

college stress.
But if stress is recognized as
the problem, it can usually be

before deeper pro¬
blems result. "Curing" the pro¬
blem can be as simple as put¬
ting aside twenty minutes a
day for relaxing, or a favorite
hobby. Many workers as well
as students find that exercise
overcome

gives relief from
of

stress.

management both fear for
their jobs, and often tend to
take on more than they can
handle in an attempt to prove
how valuable they are to the

This "fear-of-thepink-slip' behavior can cause
such strain that it actually
changes the behavior of the
person.
A carefree, but
dedicated worker suddenly
company,

pressures

of

rac-

relieve the pressure.
Whatever method you use,

important that you learn
recognize stress and realize
when it is starting to get out of
to

hand.

A

little

beneficial, but

stress

too

unhealthy.

Rich Colleges
Offer Aid
Go to

a

rich college, and

a better chance at
student aid.
Schools with the most

you'll have
money

for scholarships in¬

clude: Harvard, the University
of Texas, Yale, Stanford, Col¬

can

^9 »

Computers
Will Be Sent
To Colleges
Colleges across the cquntry
will be receiving Computers as

Ve

gifts from Control Data Cor¬
poration. The computers will
be given to 110 schools to help
their engineering programs.

Ray's Liquor Store
Main Street

The colleges which will
receive the computers will be,
announced in the summer.

York 13753
Open 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
CLOSED Sunday

Delhi New

Large Groups Welcome
By Reservations

Trail Rides
Weekdays

10
$4/hr
people or more
$4.50/hr less than 10

and in Delhi
Zhings

Clothes

Weekends

$4.50/hr 10 people or more
$5/hr less than 10
$6/hr without reservation
Week-Days

Week-Ends

With Reservation
OVER NIGHT TRAIL RIDES,

CAMPING ON
HORSEBACK, 6 HOURS OF RIDING, 30 MILE
TRIP $25.00. HORSES BOARDED, OPEN
YEAR AROUND 7 DAYS A WEEK

only 4%

85 - 87
Main Street

sales tax

FREE
PARKING
Store Hours
Feb. ft March
Mon.-Tuaa.-Thurs.-Fri.
8:30 - 5:30
Wad. 8:30-12:30
Sat. 8:30-4:00

fQive

a wtamm

is

much is

help pound out umbia, Princeton, MIT,
the pressure of a bad day. Jog¬ University of Chicago, Rice,
Cornell and Northwestern.
ging provides a quieter, less
forceful method of allowing The colleges are listed in
"Don't Miss Out: The Am¬
time to think things out, and
bitious Student's Guide to
put it all in perspective. Yoga
Scholarships and Loans."
or other relaxation exercises

quetball
uncertain
workers and

the

A fierce game

to

u* u

Teams made up

pictured above, from the Executive Club
are: Kevin Kendrick, Mary Kehoe, Lisa Malanga, Chris
Hebert, Theresa Taylor.
Team members,

There
response

Turnout Is
Good For

Bowl-a-thon

was

a

great student

in turnout for the

Cancer Society's Bowl-A-Thon
which was held March 4-5 at
the college bowling lanes. A
total of 45 bowlere par ti cipated
in the event and $11,000 worth
of pledges was raised. Bill

Arnold, who headed the event,

original variations to keep the games

interesting.

explained that when he first
began working on the bowl-athon, there were next to none
participating. But as word got
out, the interest and cooper
ation greatly increased. The
was

response

fantastic. The

bowl-a-thon also received much

help from downtown Delhi.

McDonald's supplied the
bowlers with breakfast while
CADI and various shops

made

downtown

nobody

left

sure

there

that

hungry.

Various clubs with both
students and faculty bowled
with great perseverance for

of Don McDonough, Bill
O'Brien and Irish Kennedy, for
a

grand total of

twenty-four

hours! Thanks to everyone

who

helped out with the event and
made it a success. Bowlers are
reminded to collect all pledges
this week.

eight, sixteen and, as in the case

Rugby Is
Hard Sport
The sport of rugby, which
enjoys the popularity in many
countries that football enjoys
here, has been gaining support
rapidly at the collegiate level
for the past 10 years.

However, most people in
the United States still have no
idea how the game is played.

football are
frequently heard (foot¬
ball is actually an offspring of
rugby), but rugby is a faster,
more fluid game than football.
In rugby, a player may make a
long run downfield only to be

Comparisons to
most

brutally

V>

this Outward Bound course,
to be a different person.
Outward Bound is more than a

trip of high adventure.
Itls discovering yourselt
Learning that you're better than
you think you are.
And finding out how

experience necessary

of any

color and national or ethnic
origin. We are a nonprofit organization.
Scholarships available.

sex, race,

Come join us on a 3-week trip
of excitement and self-challenge.

back a better

you.

State

City

played by half-

ruffians

intent

on

beating each other's brains out
and celebrating by drinking
themselves into oblivion. Ac¬
tually, many ruggers pride
themselves on this reputation,
but even so, the incidence of
serious injury is much less
than in football, even with the
absence of football's protec¬
Don't let the low rate

—

serious

Desert

White Water

Expeditions

Rafting

Wilderness

Cycling

people think of rugby

game

/

tive gear.

Check the courses that interest you:

Canoeing
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Zip

School

—

Backpacking

Sailing

Delhi Times March

CH.

Outward Bound admits students

to work

a

crazed

Greenwich, CT 06830
Phone toll free (800) 243-8520
No

with others.

You may come

Most
as

Outward Bound, Dept
384 Field Point Rd.

Hang in there!

Send lor more information:

v

gang-tackled, but the
play

ball will spurt loose and
will immediately resume.

—

Mountaineering

—

Outward Bound*
The

course

that never ends

injury

fool

of

you,

though. Rugby is not a game
for the faint of heart. There is
a lot of scraping and struggling
for the ball, back-breaking
pushing and pulling in the
scrums.

